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Abstract
Background: The transcription factor CTCF appears indispensable in defining
topologically associated domain boundaries and maintaining chromatin loop
structures within these domains, supported by numerous functional studies.
However, acute depletion of CTCF globally reduces chromatin interactions but does
not significantly alter transcription.
Results: Here, we systematically integrate multi-omics data including ATAC-seq,
RNA-seq, WGBS, Hi-C, Cut&Run, and CRISPR-Cas9 survival dropout screens, and timesolved deep proteomic and phosphoproteomic analyses in cells carrying auxininduced degron at endogenous CTCF locus. Acute CTCF protein degradation
markedly rewires genome-wide chromatin accessibility. Increased accessible
chromatin regions are frequently located adjacent to CTCF-binding sites at promoter
regions and insulator sites associated with enhanced transcription of nearby genes.
In addition, we use CTCF-associated multi-omics data to establish a combinatorial
data analysis pipeline to discover CTCF co-regulatory partners. We successfully
identify 40 candidates, including multiple established partners. Interestingly, many
CTCF co-regulators that have alterations of their respective downstream gene
expression do not show changes of their own expression levels across the multiomics measurements upon acute CTCF loss, highlighting the strength of our system
to discover hidden co-regulatory partners associated with CTCF-mediated
transcription.
Conclusions: This study highlights that CTCF loss rewires genome-wide chromatin
accessibility, which plays a critical role in transcriptional regulation.
Keywords: ATAC-seq, Auxin-induced degron, Chromatin accessibility, CTCF,
Transcription factor, Proteomics, Phosphoproteomics

Introduction
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) is a highly conserved zinc finger–containing transcription factor known as “the master weaver of the genome” [1]. It is the most extensively
studied regulator of three-dimensional (3D) chromatin architecture. CTCF was initially
identified by its ability to regulate MYC [2] and later revealed to function as an
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insulator at the imprinted H19-IGF2 and β-hemoglobin loci [3, 4]. CTCF-binding occupancy is highly enriched at many known chromatin architecture elements, including
chromatin loop anchors and topologically associated domain (TAD) boundaries [5, 6].
In general, CTCF-mediated chromatin loops favor a pattern in which two CTCFbinding sites are located in a convergent manner [7–9], and the cohesin complex–
dependent loop extrusion model is proposed to support this pattern [10–14]. At the
molecular level, the N-terminal domain of CTCF interacts with the cohesin complex to
facilitate chromatin loop formation by protecting cohesin against loop release in both
human and mouse cells [15, 16]. Moreover, CTCF is indispensable for genome-wide
TAD and intra-TAD loop formation in a CTCF acute depletion cell model as well as
other gene knockout models [17–21].
Despite a global reduction of chromatin interactions upon CTCF loss, its observed effect on mRNA expression by RNA-seq is not dramatic [19, 22]. Thus far, the discrepancy remains elusive. To better understand how CTCF-binding occupancy contributes
to transcription regulation, we systematically conducted multi-omics studies with a particular focus on chromatin accessibility. We previously established a genetically engineered cellular tool in an MLL-rearranged human B cell lymphoblastic leukemia (BALL) cell line SEM, allowing acute depletion of CTCF protein through the auxininducible degradation (AID) [19] system. CTCF protein degradation was acutely induced by degron in the CTCF-AID cellular model, and data were collected from a
series of next-generation sequencing techniques: assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq), whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS),
transcriptome RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), Hi-C chromosome conformation capture,
time-solved deep proteome and phosphoproteome profiling, and profiling of genomewide CTCF occupancy with cleavage under targets and release using nuclease
(Cut&Run). As a result, we found that acute CTCF depletion directly altered genomewide chromatin accessibility. The most differentially altered ATAC-seq peaks overlapped with adjacent CTCF-binding sites, confirming the likely direct link between
CTCF occupancy and its surrounding chromatin accessibility. The increased ATACseq peaks were significantly associated with increased transcription at promoter regions
and insulator sites. The decreased peaks were dramatically enriched at regions with
DNA loops. We used integrated data analysis to identify 67 novel CTCF-mediated insulators at noncoding regions distal to target genes. CRISPR-mediated disruption of a
conserved CTCF-binding site upstream of BLCAP induced transcription, consistent
with the data collected from acute depletion of CTCF. Last, we discovered 40 CTCF
co-regulatory partners in controlling a different subset of downstream genes, of which
many CTCF co-regulators exhibited alterations to their downstream genes’ expression
but did not show changes at their expression levels, highlighting the advantage of our
system to discover hidden co-regulatory partners associated with CTCF-mediated transcription. In summary, we propose a model that acute CTCF loss rewires genome-wide
chromatin accessibility, which plays an essential role in transcription regulation.

Results
Acute CTCF depletion alters chromatin accessibility. Although many crude loss-offunction models targeting CTCF have been extensively studied [17, 23–28], accumulated secondary effects were inevitably observed. The acute protein degradation system
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was recently developed as an essential tool to study direct transcriptional regulation
[29, 30]. We previously delivered bi-allelic miniAID-mClover3 tags into the human
endogenous CTCF locus and generated three clones of CTCFAID cells [19]. In the
presence of doxycycline and auxin (IAA), forced expression of OsTIR1 connects
with Skp1/Culin/F-box (SCF) ubiquitin ligase components and rapidly degrades the
CTCF fusion protein (Fig. 1A). This degradation was reversible after doxycycline
and IAA were removed entirely from the culture medium. We confirmed that
CTCF was efficiently degraded by immunoblotting three single-cell derived clones
treated with IAA for 24 h (Fig. 1B and Additional file 1: Fig. S1A), similar to our
previous observation at 48 h [19].
To investigate the genome-wide chromatin accessibility change in response to CTCF
loss, we performed ATAC-seq in CTCFAID cells treated with or without IAA. Wildtype SEM cells and SEM cells with CRISPR double knockdown of two unrelated targets, USF1 and USF2, were included as additional controls (Additional file 1: Fig. S1B).
We analyzed the data by using nucleosome-free reads at reproducible nucleosome-free
regions (NFRs). In total, we identified 8876 significantly decreased differential accessibility regions (DARs), and 8042 significantly increased DARs with a false discovery rate
(FDR) controlled p value of 0.05 and a 2-fold change as a cutoff. In addition, we designated 8440 NFRs as control NFRs because they exhibited no significant difference when
comparing CTCFAID untreated cells to CTCFAID cells treated with IAA (p value > 0.5
and fold change < 1.05 as a cutoff) (Additional file 2: Table S1). To improve resolution,
we extracted the best peak summits for each peak by using the summit (called MACS2)
closest to the peak center among replicates. We also excluded peak summits if the two
summits were too close to each other to avoid potential artifacts. After that, we used
the remaining peak summits (8575 decreased DARs, 7719 increased DARs, and 8050
control regions that did not exhibit chromatin accessibility changes upon CTCF loss)
to generate heatmaps and mean profiles for each sample along with CTCF Cut&Run
profiles. Both the heatmaps and peak intensity results confirmed that the DARs were
highly reproducible (Fig. 1C, D and Additional file 1: Fig. S1C). Moreover, given that
the USF1/2 and CTCF-binding consensus motifs are entirely different, we also included
DARs collected from USF1/2 knockdown to test if CTCF-associated DARs were specific to CTCF loss. As expected, the mean profiles in the heatmaps for these DARs exhibited a consistent trend with CTCF loss but remained unchanged in USF1/2
knockout SEM cells, suggesting that these DARs exhibit a CTCF-dependent signature.
To survey which transcription factors (TFs) are associated with these DARs, we performed de novo motif analysis (Homer v4.9.1) [31]. Our data suggest that the CTCF
motif is the top enriched motif for decreased DARs (Additional file 1: Fig. S2A) but not
increased DARs (Additional file 1: Fig. S2B). Gene-based chromatin immunoprecipitation enrichment analysis (ChEA) analysis using the EnrichR server [32] also confirmed
that the CTCF binding sites from various cell types were enriched in the decreased
DARs (Additional file 1: Fig. S2C, S2D).
The DARs exhibited highly distinct patterns in the CTCF Cut&Run profiles. For example, the increased DARs demonstrated the most robust CTCF binding in parental
cells, whereas both the decreased DARs and control regions exhibited weaker CTCFbinding affinity. Moreover, a rare double-summit pattern of CTCF binding colocalized
with the decreased DARs (Fig. 1C). To further confirm this pattern, we used k-means
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Fig. 1 Acute CTCF depletion alters chromatin accessibility. A Schematic diagram of the auxin-inducible
degron model for tagging endogenous CTCF in MLL-rearranged B-ALL SEM cells [19]. SEM cells were
transduced with a lentivirus expressing a transgene encoding doxycycline-inducible OsTIR1. The miniAIDmClover3 cassette was inserted in both endogenous alleles in frame with CTCF. In the presence of
doxycycline and auxin (IAA), forced expression of OsTIR1 combines with Skp1/Culin/F-box ubiquitin ligase
components to form a functional SCF/OsTIR1 E3 ubiquitin ligase complex that rapidly degrades miniAIDmClover3 fusion proteins. B CTCF immunoblots confirmed successful degradation of the CTCF-miniAIDmClover3 fusion protein translated from the knockin samples. C Heatmap centered at ATAC-seq
nucleosome-free peak summits for differential accessibility regions (DARs). CTCF Cut&Run data indicate that
the increased DARs have the strongest CTCF binding, whereas the decreased DARs have weaker overall
CTCF binding with double summits (yellow average profile curve denoted in the enlarged area). ATAC-seq
profiling of USF1/2 double-knockout SEM cells served as negative controls. D Boxplots of ATAC-seq peak
intensities (fragments per kb of peaks per million reads mapped, FPKM) at control NFRs, decreased DARs,
and increased DARs (DARs were FDR-corrected p value < 0.05 and |log2fold change| > 1. E Violin plots of
the overall distance of the closest CTCF motif to decreased DARs increased DARs, or control regions. The
physical distance at the y-axis was calculated by log10 (distance + 1 bp). **** p value < 0.0001 in Wilcox test
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clustering with a smaller window (500 bp). The heatmaps confirmed that both increased DARs and control NFRs (Additional file 1: Fig. S3A, S3B) do not exhibit the
double-summit pattern for CTCF binding, which was again observed in the decreased
DARs (Additional file 1: Fig. S3C). We next determined the physical distance between
these DARs with their nearest CTCF motifs. Our results indicated that the decreased
DARs were more adjacent to the nearest CTCF motifs (p value < 2.2 × 10–16, Wilcoxon
test), with a median distance very close to 0 bp. In contrast, the increased DARs were
significantly distant (~ 100 bp) from the CTCF motifs than the decreased DARs (p value
< 2.2 × 10–16) but were significantly closer than the control regions (~ 10 kb) (p value <
2.2 × 10–16) (Fig. 1E).
We then determined whether the CTCF-binding profiles in the double-summit
pattern represented two equivalent binding events for each ATAC-seq summit or
arose from unequal CTCF binding randomly assigned to the ATAC-seq summit
with equal chance. We re-oriented the NFR summits according to the strand of
the nearest CTCF motifs. If multiple motifs occurred for the same peak, we
assigned the strand to the motif with the highest position weight matrix score.
Using this strategy, we found that CTCF binding was biased to regions upstream
of the CTCF motifs (Additional file 1: Fig. S4A). The biased signature occurred in
clusters 1, 2, and 3, where the CTCF-binding affinity was more robust, but not for
cluster 4, where the CTCF-binding affinity was much weaker (Additional file 1:
Fig. S4B). These data confirmed the notion that the double-summit pattern was
due to unequal CTCF binding, which was randomly assigned to the ATAC-seq
summit with equal chance.
The chromatin accessibility signature changes upon acute CTCF loss. We comprehensively characterized the TF occupancy profiles in response to the chromatin accessibility alterations upon CTCF loss. We scanned all of the annotated TF motifs in the
motif database TRANSFAC [33] and scored their enrichment frequency among three
categories: decreased DARs, increased DARs, and control regions. As expected, the top
TFs enriched for decreased DARs were CTCF and cohesin complex proteins (SMC3
and RAD21) (Fig. 2A). Foot-printing profiling with Tn5 insertion sites confirmed that
their motifs (e.g., CTCF, SMC3, and RAD21) were protected at the motif center (Fig.
2C). These results collectively suggest that the decreased DARs reflect the impact of
CTCF loss.
CTCF motifs were also enriched for the increased DARs (Additional file 3: Table S2),
consistent with our distance-to-CTCF-motif analysis (Fig. 1E). However, the most
enriched TFs were not CTCF motifs. Instead, many were general transcription factors
(GTFs) associated with active transcription (Fig. 2B, D and Additional file 1: Fig. S5A).
We hypothesized that the regulation of these DARs is most likely associated with the
repressive function of CTCF. In wild-type cells, CTCF functions through a repressive
role at these DARs by blocking GTF binding. Therefore, CTCF depletion allows more
GTFs to bind to target gene promoters, thereby increasing chromatin accessibility. Alternatively, loss of CTCF may increase chromatin accessibility to allow more GTFs to
bind. Indeed, these regions were more likely to be annotated as gene promoters (Additional file 1: Fig. S6), which is consistent with hidden Markov modeling chromatin
state characterization of the acute myeloid leukemia cell line K562 (Additional file 1:
Fig. S7) [34, 35].
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Fig. 2 Signature of chromatin accessibility changes upon acute CTCF loss. A Volcano plots of motif
enrichment analysis of ATAC-seq comparing control nucleosome-free regions (NFRs) versus decreased
differential accessibility regions (DARs). Fisher exact tests comparing motif frequency generated the p values
and odds ratios. Each dot represents a motif in the database. Dots in the top left corner indicate motifs
enriched for decreased DARs. B Volcano plots of motif enrichment analysis of ATAC-seq for increased DARs
versus control NFRs. Fisher exact tests comparing motif frequency generated the p values and odds ratios.
Each dot represents a motif in the database. Dots in the top right corner indicate motifs enriched for
increased DARs. C ATAC-seq footprint profiles of the top motifs enriched for decreased DARs. Ratios
between the nearest summit and the center indicate the probability of motifs protected from Tn5 insertion.
Stronger dips in the center indicate higher confidence in binding. The height of the nearest summit to the
center indicates chromatin accessibility. The number of matched motifs we used for each footprint profiling
was attached at the end of each TF motif. D ATAC-seq footprint profiles of the top motifs enriched for
increased DARs. E Log2 fold change of normalized contact numbers from Hi-C (+IAA versus -IAA) at loops
grouped by whether the loop anchors overlapped the DARs or control NFRs. ***p value < 0.001; ****p value
< 0.0001, Student’s t test. F Density plot measures the distance from DARs to the closest TAD boundaries
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Although the CTCF and cohesin motifs were enriched for increased DARs and decreased DARs, their foot-printing profiles in the increased DARs exhibited distinct patterns (Additional file 1: Fig. S5B). In contrast with the Tn5-protected motif centers in
the decreased DARs, the proximal flanking regions surrounding these motifs were more
protected than the centers of these motifs, consistent with the tandem CTCF motifs
(2xCTSes) associated with active promoters and enhancers [36]. We found that 1244 of
8042 (15.4%) increased DARs overlapped with 2xCTSes, which were more enriched
than the control regions (204 of 8440, 2.4%) (Fisher exact test p value < 2.2 × 10–16,
odds ratio = 7.39) or decreased DARs (123 of 8876, 1.38%). These 2xCTSes are proposed to regulate chromatin loops [36]. Therefore, the DARs we observed may directly
associate with chromatin loops. We next separated the loops into three groups and
plotted their normalized chromatin contact numbers with different criteria (Knight–
Ruiz normalization) [37]. The loops overlapping with the increased DARs exhibited
more intra-chromatin contacts, whereas the loops overlapping with the decreased
DARs exhibited fewer intra-chromatin contacts (Additional file 1: Fig. S8). All three
groups showed reduced contacts upon CTCF loss. However, the lost contacts at loops
overlapping the decreased DARs (log2 fold change CTCF loss vs. control) were significantly more than the loops overlapping the control NFRs (Wilcoxon test p value = 1.9
× 10–08) and increased DARs (Wilcoxon test p value < 2.2 × 10–16). The lost contact of
the loops overlapping control NFRs were also significantly stronger (p value = 0.0034)
than the loops overlapping with the increased DARs, although the difference appeared
marginal (Fig. 2E). Collectively, loop formation may only reflect CTCF binding status
rather than direct regulation of chromatin accessibility. However, weaker distal loops
appeared more vulnerable to CTCF loss. At last, we sought to explore whether these
DARs were associated with TAD boundaries. We called high confidence TAD boundaries in control and CTCF-deficient cells independently and merged the TAD boundaries
as putative reference boundaries (702 regions) collected from Hi-C data [19]. We found
that the control ATAC-seq peaks and decreased DARs have a similar distribution of
distance to TAD boundaries, while increased DARs were overall more likely to be
found distal from TAD boundaries (Fig. 2F). It is known that TAD boundaries are
enriched in CTCF binding sites and transcriptionally active genes, including housekeeping genes. The physical location of CTCF occupancy seems to be closely associated
with its transcriptional regulation.
GC-rich CTCF binding is highly associated with DNA methylation status [38, 39].
However, the role of CTCF on DNA methylation regulation is still controversial [17,
40, 41]. We hypothesized that the acute CTCF depletion cell model is best for determining the immediate response of genome-wide DNA methylation. Surprisingly, when
we generated DNA methylation profiles by WGBS, we did not observe genome-wide
DNA methylation changes upon acute CTCF depletion, which was confirmed by estimation for each CpG site. Unlike the ATAC-seq and CTCF Cut&Run profiles, the
DNA methylation level surrounding DARs did not differ between control and CTCF
loss (Additional file 1: Fig. S9A). Next, we called the differentially methylated regions
(DMRs) and found that only 49 regions that passed the threshold could be considered
significant (Additional file 1: Fig. S9B). Further examination of the motifs enriched for
these DMRs did not reveal any role for CTCF or cohesin (Additional file 1: Fig. S9C),
indicating that these DMRs are not directly associated with CTCF occupancy
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(Additional file 4: Table S3). Together, our findings indicate that acute CTCF loss does
not affect genome-wide DNA methylation in SEM cells.
CTCF-dependent chromatin accessibility regulates gene expression either through a
promoter or enhancer-promoter loops. Although CTCF is indispensable for gene regulation at some loci, such as H19-IGF2, β-hemoglobin, protocadherin cluster, and TP53
[3, 4, 42, 43], it is unclear whether this transcriptional regulation is a direct effect of
CTCF or whether chromatin accessibility also plays a role. Because increased DARs
were enriched for gene promoters, we assigned NFRs to genes if they overlapped with
the gene promoters (transcriptional start site [TSS] ± 2 kb). Volcano plots revealed that
more gene promoters were assigned to the increased DARs than to the decreased DARs
(Fig. 3A). We next counted the number of genes assigned to the DARs that also exhibited differential transcription by RNA-seq upon IAA treatment. Fisher exact tests indicated that more decreased DARs are often associated with downregulated genes (p
value = 8.607 × 10–07, odds ratio = 5.45) and more increased DARs are often associated
with more expression (p value = 2.217 × 10–15, odds ratio = 0.16). For the genes shown
consistent changes, we further reviewed the ATAC-seq signals assigned to their
promoters and confirmed that the pattern was as expected (Fig. 3B). We also made a
gene-based heatmap using expression level and ATAC-seq signal z-score (z-score was
calculated independently for expression or ATAC-seq changes) and confirmed the reproducible pattern (Fig. 3C). To further assure that the threshold criteria did not bias
these observations, we compiled gene sets with the top-ranked genes (i.e., top 100, 200,
500, or 1000) and combined them with the gene sets downloaded from msigdb (v7
)[44]. We performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of the combined gene sets
against the log2 fold change of RNA-seq data with and without IAA treatment. Our results indicated that the decreased DARs were associated with downregulated genes and
that the increased DARs were associated with upregulated genes (Additional file 1: Fig.
S10A-D). We also investigated a set of deregulated genes that showed no changes in
promoter and/or enhancer accessibility but had CTCF binding in the vicinity. Out of
219 upregulated genes, only eight gene promoters have ATAC-seq control peaks and
CTCF binding occupancy. Out of 269 downregulated genes, twenty-one gene promoters (24 ATAC-seq peaks) have ATAC-seq control peaks and CTCF binding occupancy. Therefore, we concluded that the transcriptional change signatures associated
with DARs directly responded to acute loss of CTCF.
The chromatin accessibility at the CTCF gene promoters also increased upon CTCF
loss (Fig. 3D), which was further validated by quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) (Fig. 3E).
These data suggest that CTCF can repress itself to maintain optimal expression levels.
For the genes known to be downregulated upon CTCF loss, such as MYC [19], we did
not detect statistically significant chromatin accessibility changes at the promoter region (Additional file 1: Fig. S10E). Actually, the MYC promoter has four reproducible
ATAC-seq peaks. The one located closest to MYC TSS was significantly increased and
passed FDR 5%, but did not pass a twofold change. Another one downstream of MYC
TSS was significantly increased but did not pass FDR 5%. The other two were not significantly increased or decreased but were neither included in control peaks since we
required a cutoff of p value > 0.5 for control peaks. However, we found that several
CTCF conserved binding sites exhibited decreased DARs at a distal enhancer residing
~ 1.8 Mb from the MYC gene, which we previously identified from Hi-C data [19] and
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Fig. 3 CTCF-dependent chromatin accessibility regulates gene expression either through a promoter or
enhancer-promoter loops. A Volcano plots of chromatin accessibility changes at gene promoters.
Differential ATAC-seq peaks were defined at cutoffs of ILog2 fold change > 1 and an adjusted p value <
0.05. A total of 480 genes with decreased promoter ATAC signals and 4150 genes with increased promoter
ATAC signals are shown. B Genomic heatmap of normalized ATAC-seq signals centered at ATAC-seq DARs
with consistent gene expression changes. C Heatmap of expression levels and ATAC-seq signals at
promoters of genes with consistent changes upon CTCF depletion (z-score was calculated independently
by either expression or ATAC-seq signal). D Screenshot of the CTCF promoter with ATAC-seq tracks in
CTCFAID cells with or without IAA treatment. Averaged tracks are combined analyses of three individual
clones. E Q-PCR analysis of CTCF mRNA expression after CTCF protein depletion for 24 and 48 h and
washout from three biological replicates of clones 27, 35, and 42

have shown regulates MYC through CTCF-dependent enhancer-promoter looping in
SEM cells (Additional file 1: Fig. S10F). It is known that the transcriptional regulation
of MYC is vulnerable to CTCF in the MLL-rearranged leukemia cell line SEM due to
addiction of enhancer/promoter looping regulation at three-dimensional chromatin
architecture [19]. Although the chromatin accessibility at the MYC promoter remains
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unchanged upon CTCF loss, a significant reduction of ATAC-seq signals at the CTCF
binding sites located in the distal MYC enhancer was observed. It is possible that the
CTCF loss affects the binding occupancy of enhancer-bound TFs and epigenetic regulators, further reducing the transcription of MYC in the three-dimensional context of the
enhancer/promoter loop. Therefore, while the promoter region remained open, the
chromatin landscape of the distal enhancer region became less accessible and, together
with CTCF loss, could play a role in controlling the distal enhancer-promoter loop formation that regulates MYC transcription.

Integrated analysis to explore putative insulator CTCF-binding sites

Although techniques such as Hi-C, Hi-ChIP, and chromatin interaction analysis by
paired-end tag sequencing permit genome-wide characterization of CTCF-mediated
insulators, systematic and functional annotation of such CTCF-bound insulators in
noncoding regions of the genome remains challenging. We set up a framework to
identify such putative insulator elements by integrative analysis. By overlapping the
3490 ATAC-seq peaks colocalized with adjacent CTCF-binding peaks containing
conserved CTCF motifs, we found 716 increased ATAC-seq peaks (fold change > 2,
FDR-corrected p value < 0.05). We next matched them to the upregulated genes in
our RNA-seq results (fold change > 2, FDR-corrected p value < 0.05) if the TSSs
were located 2 to 50 kb away from the DARs. In summary, 67 genes passed these
criteria (Fig. 4A). We found that 20 of these 67 genes were supported by a nearby
chromatin loop called from the Hi-C data (Additional file 5: Table S4). For example, a putative repressive CTCF-binding peak was observed ~ 7 kb upstream of
the BLCAP gene, which physically resided in a chromatin insulation loop shown by
Hi-C (Fig. 4B). In control CTCFAID cells without IAA treatment, CTCF bound to
this motif leading to repressed chromatin accessibility evident by the absence of
ATAC-seq signals. However, upon acute CTCF loss, both ATAC-seq peak signal
and BLCAP mRNA expression were notably increased (Fig. 4C).
Functional validation of the role of CTCF on repressing BLCAP expression

To further validate the role of predicted putative insulators, we conducted the
following experiments to investigate the regulation. First, we designed a guide
RNA targeting the CTCF binding site (CBS) within the CTCF binding peak in
the distal non-coding region upstream of the BLCAP promoter. Lentiviralexpressing guide RNA was infected into Cas9-expressing SEM cells followed by
antibiotic selection. Sanger genomic sequencing (Inference of CRISPR Edits,
ICE) detected about 61% overall indel frequency in the targeted pool population
(Fig. 5A), which led to a significant increase of BLCAP mRNA expression compared with a non-targeting guide control (sgNT) (Fig. 5B). Alternatively, since
there is only one CTCF binding peak in the distal non-coding region upstream
of the BLCAP promoter, we believe acute depletion of CTCF protein should provide a complementary result to support the functional regulation of the CTCF/
BLCAP axis. We treated CTCFAID cells with IAA for 24 and 48 h and then
washout out the IAA for CTCF restoration. RNA-seq analysis and Q-PCR validation were conducted to examine the mRNA expression of BLCAP in response
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Fig. 4 Integrated analysis of putative insulator CTCF-binding sites. A Scheme of integrative analysis to
identify 67 putative CTCF insulators at target genes. B Screenshot of chromatin status characterization of
the BLCAP gene and adjacent chromatin regions. Publicly available ChIP-seq tracks were included to
annotate the transcription factor occupancy at this region. Blue and orange bars depict the annotated left
and right chromatin looping anchors identified by Hi-C. C Screenshot of the BLCAP gene and surrounding
chromatin regions with ATAC-seq tracks of CTCFAID cells with and without IAA treatment. Averaged tracks
are combined analyses of three individual clones—RNA-seq tracks of CTCFAID cells with and without IAA
treatment. Publicly available CTCF ChIP-seq tracks were included to indicate CTCF occupancy in this region.
WGBS tracks from clone 27 serve as a negative control because no methylation occurred in this region
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Fig. 5 Functional validation of the role of CTCF on repressing BLCAP expression. A Cas9-expressing SEM
cells infected with sgRNA against CBS were collected for genomic PCR and Sanger sequencing. Indel
frequency was evaluated by Inference of CRISPR Edits (ICE). B Q-PCR was conducted in sgBLCAP-CBS
targeted bulk population and sgRNA-NT control using primers against BLCAP mRNA. C Quantification of
mRNA change of BLCAP upon CTCF loss by RNA-seq. D Q-PCR validation was conducted to examine the
mRNA expression of BLCAP in response to acute depletion of CTCF protein by auxin treatment for 24 and
48 h and washout. *p value < 0.05; **p value < 0.01; ****p value < 0.0001. Student’s t test

to acute depletion of CTCF protein (Fig. 5C). As expected, the BLCAP expression level significantly increased upon acute depletion of CTCF protein by auxin
treatment for 24 or 48 h. More importantly, the expression level was restored to
the level seen in parental cells after auxin was washed out (Fig. 5D). In summary, these data strongly support that the CTCF occupancy at the regulatory region of BLCAP serves as a functional insulator controlling BLCAP expression.
To further confirm the transcriptional regulation of repressive effects in other
loci, we conducted Q-PCR with primers specific for additional candidate genes
that showed increased chromatin accessibility at CTCF binding motifs following
CTCF acute loss. We treated CTCFAID cells with IAA for 24 and 48 h and then
washed out the IAA for CTCF rescue. We observed consistent induction of randomly selected candidate genes, including TMEM173, MRXA7, STAT3, and
STAT5A upon CTCF degradation. When the CTCF protein was recovered in
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response to the IAA washout, transcription was completely restored to the parental control cells’ levels (Additional file 1: Fig. S11). These data suggest that
our combined analysis is robust in identifying novel repressive CTCF-binding
sites.

Multi-omics integration reveals CTCF co-regulatory partners

To further investigate the impact of acute CTCF loss on gene expression, we systemically explored CTCF-mediated downstream gene expression at proteome and phosphoproteome levels and integrated them with ATAC-seq and RNA-seq (Fig. 6A). We also
included data collected from a dropout CRISPR/Cas9 screen to unbiasedly reveal the
survival dependency genes in SEM cells by targeting 1639 transcription factors (Additional file 1: Fig. S12 and Additional file 6: Table S5) [45]. Time-resolved deep proteomic analyses of CTCFAID treatments at 12, 24, and 48 h compared to control cells
were carried out via an advanced TMT-LC/LC-MS/MS platform (Additional file 1: Fig.
S13A) [46–51], which resulted in high-quality and deep proteomic and phosphoproteomic data (Additional file 1: Fig. S13B-E). In total, we identified 2550 differentially
expressed proteins (1183 down and 1367 up) and 1895 differentially expressed phosphopeptides (994 down and 901 up) with FDR < 0.05 out of total 10,317 and 11,924
quantified proteins and phosphopeptides, respectively, by comparing 24 h treatment to
no IAA treatment group (Fig. 6B and Additional file 1: Fig. S13F) (Additional file 7:
Table S6). While we observed a reasonable correlation (r = 0.56) between global proteome and transcriptome (Fig. 6C), there were only 488 DE mRNAs (269 down and 219
up) that passed a cutoff of FDR < 0.05 (Additional file 8: Table S7). These data suggest
that although the mRNA level changes were not robust and acute CTCF loss induced
substantial downstream disruption, which was observed in differential protein expression and phosphorylation.
Consistent with the immunoblotting and Q-PCR results, mass-spectrum (MS)-based
proteomics and RNA-seq analyses confirmed the substantial loss of CTCF expression
at the protein level and increased expression at the mRNA level following acute loss of
CTCF. While the loss of CTCF is lethal in SEM cells [19], the molecular network has
not been systematically studied. Thus, to explore the main transcription programs that
CTCF mediates and utilizes to rewire the downstream molecular network changes, we
developed a multi-omics integrative approach to define CTCF co-regulatory transcription factors. We first required that CTCF co-regulatory partners significantly enrich a
deregulated downstream gene either upregulated or downregulated at RNA and/or protein levels upon CTCF loss. We further limited these TFs to ones that have evidence of
protein level expression supported by MS detection. Identified TFs were further prioritized by their mRNA, protein, and/or phosphorylation changes upon CTCF loss. In
total, we identified 40 CTCF co-regulatory partner TFs that have significantly affected
their downstream target genes’ expression at the mRNA and/or protein level upon
acute CTCF loss (Fig. 6D). We further categorized these partners into two categories.
(1) The evident master co-regulatory partners have expression alterations either at
RNA, protein, or phosphorylation levels, including MYC, E2F4, TCF3, and STAT3. For
instance, MYC, a well-characterized CTCF co-regulatory partner [19], showed a profound decrease at the mRNA and protein levels following CTCF loss, and its
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Fig. 6 Multi-omics integration reveals main CTCF co-regulatory partners in regulating downstream gene
expression. A Scheme of multi-omics analyses including CRISPR dropout screening, ATAC-seq, RNA-seq,
proteomics, and phosphoproteomics with total 1639 TFs, 132,266 DARs, 11,119 mRNAs, 10,317 proteins, and
11,924 phosphopeptides respectively. B Summary of DE analysis for each dataset. C More DE proteins were
identified compared to DE mRNAs upon CTCF acute loss. The scatterplot shows the log2 fold change of
proteins (x-axis) and log2 fold change of mRNAs (y-axis) upon CTCF acute loss at 24 h. Pearson correlation
coefficient and representative gene names are labeled. D CTCF co-regulatory TFs revealed by multi-omics
integration. Heatmaps indicate (1) the enrichment (FDR) of downstream DE genes of CTCF partner TFs at RNA
and protein levels showing either upregulation or downregulation (red). (2) FDR values of the DE analyses
comparing the expression of these TFs in acute CTCF loss groups to the control group in the transcriptome,
proteome, and phosphoproteome data (purple). (3) Enrichment (Log2 OddRatio) of TFs at decreased DAR and
increased DAR (blue). (4) Survival essential genes identified in the CRISPR-Cas9 dropout screening in SEM cells
(asterisk). E The physical distance between CTCF and ZBTB7A binding motifs was calculated within increased,
decreased, and control DARs, normalized to peak size. F The physical distance between CTCF and YY1 binding
motifs was calculated within increased, decreased, and control DARs, normalized to peak size. G The physical
distance between CTCF and negative control DUX4 binding motifs was calculated within increased, decreased,
and control DARs, which were normalized to peak size. Student’s t test
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downstream genes were also the most significantly downregulated after IAA treatment
(enrichment FDR < 1 × 10–72 at 24 h, and FDR < 1 × 10−178 at 48 h). Moreover, MYC’s
binding sites were significantly enriched in CTCF-mediated DARs upon acute CTCF
loss highlighting it can work synergistically with CTCF; (2) hidden master partners that
do not show an evident difference of their expression following acute CTCF depletion
but exhibit substantial proteomic changes to their respective downstream gene targets
(e.g., YY1, TAF1, USF2, NFYB, NFYA, NRF1, E2F1, and SP1). As expected, most of
these 40 CTCF co-regulatory partners also co-localize within CTCF-mediated DARs,
confirming their potential direct co-regulatory role with CTCF. Furthermore, we investigated the co-regulation pattern of CTCF and selected candidate TFs ZBTB7A and
YY1. We hypothesized that if acute depletion of CTCF impaired chromatin accessibility
and adjacent TF binding, we should be able to detect the proximity of both binding
motifs within a subset of loci. To this end, the overall distance between the CTCF binding motif and ZBTB7A or YY1 motifs was calculated among increased, decreased, and
control DARs identified previously. The data demonstrated that the physical distance
between pairwise CTCF/ZBTB7A and CTCF/YY1 motifs are notably closer (less than
100 bp, p < 2.2 × 10–16) in decreased DARs compared with the others. As a negative
control, this pattern was not observed between CTCF and DUX motifs (p = 0.47). Notably, the list of CTCF co-regulatory TFs was significantly enriched in survival essential
genes (i.e., MYC, MAX, YY1, USF2, NRF1, ZNF384, ZBTB7A, SP1) when compared to
the complete list of TFs in the CRISPR-Cas9 library (1639 TFs) dropout screening
(Fisher exact test p = 0.0237) [45], underlining their indispensable roles in CTCFmediated regulation of downstream molecular networks for supporting fundamental
cellular and molecular functions. To further confirm the potential co-regulatory function between CTCF and the hidden TFs identified by the multi-omics study above,
within each category of DARs, the physical distance between CTCF/ZBTB7A and
CTCF/YY1 was calculated. The data suggest that the vast majority of the two motifs
are closer in decreased DARs than control and increased DARs, suggesting that CTCF
loss might affect adjacent open chromatin accessibility leading to the loss of binding
other TFs (Fig. 6E, F). As a negative control, DUX4 and CTCF motif distance is equally
distributed (Fig. 6G). In summary, we systematically unveiled and validated the leading
co-regulatory partner TFs that CTCF mediates and recruits to fulfill downstream transcription regulation through the weaving and altering of chromatin accessibility and
demonstrated that our multi-omics pipeline is robust to identify hidden master regulators that do not show expression changes.

Discussion
Despite recent advancements in understanding CTCF biology, several aspects remain
unresolved because of a lack of adequate research tools. CTCF haploinsufficiency destabilizes DNA methylation [17], and CTCF can interact with TET enzymes, thereby promoting DNA methylation of adipogenic transcriptional enhancers during adipocyte cell
differentiation [52]. CTCF knockdown in prostate cancer cells leads to hypermethylation at CTCF-binding sites [40]. In contrast, CTCF binding is reported to be DNA
methylation dependent [17, 38, 53], which is further supported by structural analysis
[54]. Whether one of these two regulatory functions is more applicable genome-wide
than the other is unknown. Chromatin accessibility is generally negatively associated
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with DNA methylation levels [55, 56]. Upon DNMT1 and DNMT3B double knockout
in HCT116 cells, the DMRs exhibited increased chromatin accessibility and were
enriched for CTCF motifs [57]. This is in line with a report that decreased DARs in
p63 mutant keratinocytes are enriched for CTCF motifs and thereby decreased CTCF
binding [58], further suggesting that CTCF regulates chromatin accessibility. However,
another report suggested that BATF is a pioneer factor that can regulate chromatin accessibility. However, it is unknown whether BATF can directly bind to DNA and recruit CTCF [59]. Indeed, it is still unclear whether CTCF directly regulates chromatin
accessibility or if chromatin accessibility controls CTCF binding before transcription.
Regardless of which mechanism they supported, most of these studies rely heavily on
crude knockout of CTCF, leading to mixed secondary effects on transcription during
the long-term expansion of CTCF-depleted cells.
Using a state-of-the-art acute CTCF degradation system and rich available datasets,
we provide direct evidence that CTCF regulates chromatin accessibility but not DNA
methylation. These data successfully fill a knowledge gap by uncoupling the direct effects of CTCF from its downstream effects. Our results shed light on the mechanism
by which CTCF exerts numerous molecular functions. To our knowledge, this is the
first report that shows sites with decreased DARs upon CTCF loss exhibit a tandem
CTCF-binding pattern that is associated with CTCF motif orientation. These data also
support the hypothesis that transcriptional regulation most likely occurs where CTCF
and CTCFL/BORIS reside together [36]. Because CTCF and CTCFL do not appear to
recruit each other [60], CTCF may maintain chromatin accessibility at tandem CTCFbinding sites, thereby recruiting CTCFL to nearby genes and initiating transcription. In
contrast, most gene promoters were highly depleted of nucleosomes, resulting from
combinatorial TF binding. In these sites, loss of CTCF binding will not completely turn
off transcription. Interestingly, a recent study led by Owens et al. also revealed that
CTCF confers local nucleosome resiliency after DNA replication and during mitosis
[28], which can lend support to the potential role of CTCF in changing chromatin accessibility and binding of other GTFs.
We also found that the distance between tandem CTCF sites previously reported for
2xCTSes (~ 33 bp) [19] was shorter than those within decreased DARs (~ 200 bp). This
accounts for the augmented number of 2xCTSes for increased DARs and our findings
of double-dip footprint profiles. For sites with few TF binding, CTCF may create a barrier for only limited nucleosome occupancy, thus allowing TF access to chromatin. In
contrast, for a site with many putative TFs or Pol II binding, such as promoters, CTCF
cannot compete with multiple TFs. Together, our data suggest a simplified yet effective
strategy for how a highly conserved TF, such as the zinc finger–containing CTCF, can
exhibit diverse regulatory functions by fine-tuning the distance of tandem motifs. This
accelerates our understanding of the function of CTCF and other dimers/tetramer factors, such as STAT5A [61]. Moreover, the established framework and multi-omics
datasets may be broadly useful for the research community.
While acute deletion of CTCF can profoundly disturb global chromatin interactions
and accessibilities, transcription is often not significantly altered [19, 22]. We extended
our molecular profiling beyond the transcriptome to characterize the proteome and
phosphoproteome changes. Recent advancements in MS-based technologies have
allowed in-depth analyses of protein products of almost all confidently expressed
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transcripts [48, 62–66], providing unprecedented opportunities to systematically
characterize molecular phenotypes contributed by transcription, translation, and posttranslational modifications via multi-omics integrative analysis [46, 47, 49, 51, 67–69].
Through an advanced TMT-LC/LC-MS/MS proteomic protocol [48, 63–66], we quantitatively analyzed > 10,000 proteins and around 12,000 phosphosites across all samples
and discovered 2550 DE proteins with FDR < 0.05 upon CTCF loss for 24 h, a more
than 5-fold change compared to the number of DE mRNAs. In addition, we also identified 1895 protein phosphorylation changes with FDR < 0.05. Together, these findings
indicate potential global changes occurred during protein translation and posttranslational modification upon CTCF acute loss. It is possible that acute CTCF loss
disrupted major components in translation, therefore derailing the protein translation
machinery. Indeed, we found that ribosome biogenesis-related terms are the most significantly altered GO annotation via GSEA analyses of the transcriptome and proteome
upon CTCF loss (data not shown). A limitation of the study is that the bulk mRNA sequencing may suffer from limitations of differential mRNA stabilities and turnover. Advanced nascent transcript sequencing methods, e.g., NET-seq, should be able to
address this issue. In summary, acute deletion of CTCF changed chromatin interactions
and accessibilities globally. Although transcription changes were not dramatic, we observed strong protein expression and post-translational modification changes. Further
studies are required to understand better how the loss of CTCF induces big changes in
proteins and post-translational modifications.
We and others demonstrated that long-term loss of CTCF induced massive cell
death [19], highlighting its indispensable role in maintaining cell integrity. The
present study further unveiled that CTCF fulfilled its functions primarily through
altering chromatin interactions and accessibilities upon acute loss; however, downstream genes of CTCF were barely altered, indicating that its role as a transcription factor was minor. We hypothesize that the global changes of chromatin
accessibility and interaction triggered by acute CTCF loss will cause relocation,
switching, and genome comprehensive occupancy reprogramming of other master
transcription factors, further altering these TF’s downstream gene expression.
Therefore, it is critical to identify these CTCF co-regulatory partners. We identified
40 CTCF co-regulatory partner TFs with significant reprogramming of downstream
targets at the mRNA and/or protein level upon acute CTCF loss through multiomics integrative approaches. Notably, most of these 40 TFs showed enrichment of
motifs in the DARs upon CTCF loss, and their functional importance was further
validated by our CRISPR-Cas9 dropout screening highlighting significant enrichment of essential survival genes in these 40 partner TFs in SEM. We expected the
co-regulatory partners could cooperate with CTCF in multiple ways. For instance,
direct binding, which likely occurs in the decreased DARs, indirect interaction, and
occupancy switching, preferably happens in the increased DARs; these different
mechanisms present in a loci-dependent manner, and multiple mechanisms can
occur for the same TFs in distinct loci. We observed enrichment of downstream
genes in both upregulated and downregulated pools for many of the 40 detected
co-regulatory partners, supporting the possibility of a distinct mechanism of cooperation with CTCF for the same TFs at different loci. Most importantly, our data
reveals CTCF’s ability to affect co-regulators’ binding affinity to target genes, which
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was under-appreciated in previous studies. However, functional validation in the future is required to confirm these observations.
We also acknowledge that residual CTCF protein can be detected upon auxin treatment in CTCFAID knockin clones. For instance, although CTCF protein seems to completely disappear when monitored by immunoblotting, flow cytometry and CUT&RUN
still can detect some positive signals. There are many possible explanations to address
this observation. Dr. Gerd Blobel’s group recently reported that a minimal amount of
chromatin-bound CTCF is retained upon auxin treatment [70]. Also, random integration of different copies of OsTir1 may lead to a variable expression level of OsTir1. Finally, clonal variation of genetically engineered CTCFAID lines may also contribute to
incomplete protein degradation. To mitigate this challenge, a more powerful acute depletion system is required, which is currently not available to our knowledge.
In brief, here we unveiled many CTCF co-regulatory partners through systematic integration of ATAC-seq, RNA-seq, Hi-C, Cut&Run, CRISPR-Cas9 TF library dropout
screening, and MS-based deep proteomic and phosphoproteomic data, largely broadening our understanding of the transcriptional network mediated by CTCF. The mechanism and functional consequence behind the interactions between CTCF and these
partners is worth further investigation into other systems. Finally, the rich nextgeneration sequencing data collected from the acute CTCF degradation model will be
valuable resources for the research community.

Materials and methods
Cell culture

The human B-ALL cell line SEM (DSMZ) carrying bi-allelic miniAID-mClover3
knockin tags was established in a previous study [19]. Three single-cell derived clones
(clones 27, 35, and 42) were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium (Lonza) containing
10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone), 2 mM glutamine (Sigma), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). USF1/USF2 double-knockout SEM cells were created
by co-targeting cells with two validated guide RNAs described in our previous study
(sgUSF1: 5′- CTATACTTACTTCCCCAGCA-3′; sgUSF2: 5′AGAAGAGCCCAGCACAACGA3′)44. The BCLAP-CBS targeted pool population was generated by delivering
guide RNA (5′- AGGTCTGTGGTGACACCTAA-3′) into the Cas9-expressing SEM
cell line. All cells were negative for mycoplasma infection, and their identity was confirmed by short tandem repeat analysis.

Immunoblotting

Cell lysates were prepared in RIPA buffer, subjected to SDS-PAGE (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and transferred to PVDF membranes (Bio-Rad) at 100 V for 1 h. After blocking,
the membranes were incubated with 5% nonfat milk in TBS-T (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0,
150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Tween-20) containing antibodies against GAPDH (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, AM4300, 1:10,000), USF1 (Proteintech, 22327–1-AP, 1:2000), USF2 (Novus,
NBP1-92649, 1:2000), and CTCF (Abcam, ab70303, 1:1000) at 4 °C for 12 h with gentle
shaking. The membranes were washed three times for 30 min and incubated with a 1:
2000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse or anti-rabbit
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antibodies for 2 h at room temperature. The blots were washed with TBS-T three times
for 30 min and developed with the ECL system (Amersham Biosciences).
Auxin-induced degradation

Three single-cell derived knockin clones (clones 27, 35, and 42) were treated with
complete medium supplemented with 500 μM IAA (Sigma) for 24 h or 48 h to induce
CTCF degradation. IAA washout was performed by centrifuging and resuspending the
cells in PBS three times and then maintaining in culture for 48 h in a regular medium
without IAA.
Quantitative real-time PCR

Reverse transcription was performed by using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcriptase kit (Applied Biosystems, 4374966). The real-time Q-PCR was performed using
FAST SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, 4385612), with specific primers to
amplify CTCF, BLCAP, MEM173, MXRA7, STAT3, STAT5A, and GAPDH. Relative
gene expression was determined by using the ΔΔCT method [71].
ATAC-seq protocol and data analysis

Briefly, 75,000 cells were collected per sample in duplicate and resuspended in cold
PBS with protease inhibitors. After centrifugation at 500 rpm for 5 min at 4 °C (Eppendorf 5417R refrigerated centrifuge), cell pellets were resuspended in cold lysis buffer
with protease inhibitors (10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2, and 0.1%
IGEPAL), followed by centrifugation. The pellets were resuspended in 25 μL Tagment
DNA Buffer (Nextera, FC-121-1030) and then used directly in the transposition reaction. Nextera Tn5 (Nextera, FC-121-1030) was added to the resuspended nuclei, and
the transposition reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. After transposition, the
DNA was purified using a Qiagen MinElute PCR purification kit (Qiagen, 28004).
Indexing PCR was carried out for 12 cycles with NEBNext HiFi 2X PCR Master Mix
(NEB, M0541S) and indexing primers, as previously described [72]. PCR products were
purified using a 1:3 ratio of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, A63881),
and the samples were sequenced at 100-bp paired-ends with an Illumina HiSeq 4000
system. For computational analysis, the reads were trimmed for the Nextera adapter by
cutadapt (v1.9, paired-end mode, default parameter with “–m 6 –O 20”) and aligned to
the human genome hg19 (GRCh37-lite) by BWA (v0.7.12-r1039, default parameter)
[73]. The duplicated reads were then marked with biobambam2 (v2.0.87), and only
non-duplicated proper paired reads were kept by samtools (parameter “–q 1 –F 1804,”
v1.2) [74]. After removing the mitochondrial DNA reads, the rest of the reads were
classified into four groups: nucleosome-free and mono-, di-, and tri-nucleosomes by
fragment size. The bigwig files were generated by using the center 80-bp fragments and
scaled to 20 million nucleosome-free reads. We observed reasonable nucleosome-free
peaks and patterns of mono-, di-, and tri-nucleosome peaks surrounding the
nucleosome-free peaks on the Integrative Genomics Viewer (Broad Institute). All samples exhibited double the ENCODE criteria. Therefore, we concluded that the data
showed enough depth. Given that all samples exhibited more than 15 million
nucleosome-free fragments, we were confident that most of the strong NFRs were not
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missed. MACS2 conducted peak calling on the nucleosome-free reads
(v2.1.1.20160309, default parameters with “--extsize 200 –nomodel”) [75]. To assure data reproducibility, we finalized the peaks for each group as only a retained peak
if it was called with a stringent cutoff (macs2 –q 0.05) in one merged sample and was
at least called with a lower cutoff (macs2 –q 0.5) in the other merged sample. The reproducible peaks were further merged between the groups to create a final set of reference chromatin accessible regions. We then counted the nucleosome-free reads from
each sample overlapping the reference regions by bedtools (v2.24.0) [76]. The reproducibility was optimal because the Spearman correlation coefficient between the replicates
was > 0.9 and larger than the between-sample variability from different groups. To elucidate the DARs, we normalized the raw nucleosome-free read counts used to trim the
mean of the M-value normalization method and applied empirical Bayes statistical tests
after linear fitting from the voom package (R 3.23, edgeR 3.12.1, limma 3.26.9) [77].
DARs were extracted using an FDR-corrected p value < 0.05 (Benjamini–Hochberg procedure) and fold change > 2. Cutoff p value > 0.5 and fold change < 1.05 were used for
control NFRs (no change). To detect TF-enriched DARs, we scanned the TRANSFAC
motif database [33] by using FIMO (parameter “--motif-pseudo 0.0001 --thresh 1e-4”)
from the MEME suite (v4.11.3) [78]. For each motif, we counted how many DARs or
control regions had motif matches and used Fisher exact tests to estimate their enrichment over the background (DAR or control regions without motif matches). For the
top motifs enriched, we also performed footprint profiling with deeptools2 (v2.5.7) [79].
Quality control analysis and motif analysis of ATAC-seq peak were provided in Additional file 3: Table S2.

Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing and analysis

Genomic DNA collected from Clone 27 with or without IAA treatment for 24 h was
extracted with the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Approximately 2 μg of genomic DNA was used for bisulfite DNA conversion and subsequent cleanup of the converted DNA with the EpiTect Fast Bisulfite Conversion kit
(Qiagen), followed by library construction and next-generation sequencing. The
FASTQ sequencing files were first trimmed by removing adapter sequences with trimgalore and mapped to the human genome (hg19) by BSMAP (v2.74, parameters “–m
17 –x 600 –u -R –z 33 –f 5 –g 3 –r 0 –p 6”) [80]. CpGs were then extracted by the
methratio.py in the BSMAP package. We then confirmed optimal depth (each sample
> 900 million reads), coverage (> 95% CpG had more than five reads and > 90% CpG
had more than 10 reads), and C > T conversion rate (> 90%). DMRs were identified
using the Bioconductor package DSS [81] and custom R scripts, with a threshold of > 0
change in methylation ratio and p value ≤ 0.01 as a cutoff. The minimum length for
DMRs was 50 bp, and the minimum number of CpG sites for DMR was 3. DMR information was provided in Additional file 4: Table S3.

Data analysis of a dropout CRISPR screen

A dropout CRISPR screen was done in SEM cells to target 1639 human transcription
factors with seven sgRNAs designed against each gene [45]. The Cas9-expressing SEM
cells infected with the pooled library of sgRNAs (M.O.I = ~ 0.3) were collected at day 0
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and day 12 to sequence for differentially represented sgRNA at the late time. The rationale of this screen is based on the fact that read counts of sgRNAs against essential
survival genes will be depleted on day 12 compared with day 0. Following the instruction of MAGeCK analysis, there are 117 TFs identified as essential survival genes based
on the cutoff of MAGeCK score less than 0.01. The complete gene list can be found in
Additional file 7, Table S6.
Deep profiling of the whole proteome and phosphoproteome analyses

Two million CTCFAID SEM cells from 4 treatment groups: no IAA, + IAA 12 h, + IAA
24 h, and + IAA 48 h, each with triplicates, were applied for deep proteomic and phosphoproteomic analyses using a well-established protocol [48, 65, 66]. In brief, cells were
lysed in fresh lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 8.5, 8 M urea, 1× PhosStop Phosphatase
inhibitor, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate). Proteins were quantified by the BCA protein
assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). About 100 μg proteins from each sample were
digested with Lys-C (Wako, 1:100 w/w) for 2 h, followed by trypsin digestion (Promega,
1:50 w/w) overnight at room temperature after 4× dilution with 50 mM HEPES buffer.
The resulting peptides from each sample were desalted, labeled with TMTpro reagents,
and equally pooled. TiO2-based phosphoproteomic enrichment was then performed on
the pooled sample, and flow-through was further desalted and applied for off-line
basic-PH fractionation. Peptides were separated into 80 fractions via a 2 h gradient, and
every other fraction was dried and reconstituted in 5% formic acid for MS analysis.
Peptides were analyzed on an Orbitrap HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) after separated on a 20 cm × 75 μm id column packed with 1.9 μm C18 resin (Dr.
Maisch GmbH, Germany) and heated at 55 °C. Peptide separation was achieved
through a 2 h ~ 15–40% buffer B (0.2% formic acid, 65% CAN, 3% DMSO) gradient.
The mass spectrometer was set in DDA mode with 60,000 resolution, 1 × 106 AGC target, and 50 ms maximal ion time for MS1, Top 10, 1 × 105 AGC target, 105 ms maximal ion time, 1 m/z isolation window and 0.2 m/z offset, 38 NCE, and 15 s dynamic
exclusion for MS2. Proteomic data were processed by the hybrid JUMP software suites
for improving sensitivity and specificity [63, 64]. Briefly, raw files were searched against
the Uniprot human database, and the same search and filtering parameters were applied to achieve 1% protein or phosphopeptide FDR using the target-decoy approach
[82]. Detailed expression data were provided in Additional file 7: Table S6.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses for Q-PCR data were calculated with a two-tailed t-test from two or
three independent biological replicates with GraphPad Prism 6.0. Fisher exact tests and
Wilcoxon tests were performed with R. The figures were plotted with R (ggplot2,
ggpubr or ggally), deeptools, or Excel.
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